
Hokanson is an expressive voice in luxury, having designed and custom-crafted some of  the most original, diverse and 
innovative rugs and carpets for residential interiors since 1987. With old-world artisan sources from Nepal to India to 
China, Hokanson pairs decorative, vibrant designs with traditional hand-tufted and hand-knotted craftsmanship to create 
works of  art that are treasured in homes that redefine luxury lifestyle.
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PINTURA

A HOKANSON COLLECTION



PINTURA COLLECTION
Pintura, meaning, “painting,” captures the free and fluid spirit of  the strokes and marks created by 
a brush. These designs juxtapose structured pattern layered with the fluid transparency of  organic 
elements, resulting in a lively hand-knotted celebration of  color, artistic craft and playful pattern.





With a balanced and bright array of  overlapping patterns, 
Nemali abstracts the pattern concept of  a moth wing, layering 
the transparent quality into an expressive work of  art.

NEMALI

5’ x 8’ rug



Arita highlights the beauty and the allure of  asymmetry. 
Aqueous colors dissipate into the traditional elements allowing 
a natural essence to take form.

ARITA

9’ x 9’ shaped rug



Accents of  citrus green peek through an ambient landscape of  
deep plum hues. Katra’s palette is compatible with Sedrata’s 
vibrant tones, making the rug pair pleasing as a duo in a shared 
interior setting.

KATRA

5’ x 8’ rug



Soana’s low loop deco motif  imprints into a subtlety patterned 
organic and natural field.

SOANA

5’ x 8’ rug





Bursting with color and energized with movement, Sedrata’s 
floral pattern comes to life through a bright jewel-toned palette.

SEDRATA

5’ x 8’ rug



Subtle and soft, watery and warm, Kilari introduces a fresh 
take on botanically inspired design.

KILARI

5’ x 8’ rug





PINTURA: A HOKANSON COLLECTION

A. 802378:  Nemali
B. 802627: Sedrata
C. 802377: Arita
D. 802383: Soana
E. 802710: Kilari
F. 802628: Katra
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